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Yes, learning Italian can be fun for your child!  Developed by language-learning expert Catherine

Bruzzone, the Italian for Children program is a fun and effective way for your child to learn the Italian

language and culture. This introduction gets your son or daughter speaking Italian right from the

very beginning and keeps him or her engaged with a wide range of activities and games that keep

language-learning fun.A complete program, this package features: A full-color illustrated guidebook

that features cartoons, characters, and fun facts Two audio CDs that guide your child through the

course and teach language through a combination of Italian-language songs, games, and activities

An activity book filled with interactive puzzles and games that reinforce new language skills Advice

for you on helping your kid get the most out of thelanguage-learning experience. Free print and

audio downloads.  Topics include: Saying hello, Saying "yes" and "no", Saying where places are,

Talking about family, Around the house, Saying what you like to do, Describing things, At the zoo, At

a picnic, Happy Birthday!
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I have not formally studied Italian, but I came across this item at a library and decided to give it a try.

The format is for children, but it is useful for all ages as well just as a fun inroduction to the

language. The songs, images, and layout of the vocabuary and other information make it easier to

remember it all. I was able to recite numbers after listening to the song a couple of times. The song

is running through my head now. It's a good, fun starter product for anyone considering the study of

Italian.



I'm tossed about this product because while it looks appealing in all aspects, once you get into it

and listen to the lessons, the children speak WAY too fast for anyone to understand. I feel a lot gets

skipped over, and while it's just the basics, it lacks in real understanding of the Italian language. I

just wish it offered a bit more substance. And the songs to the book are dreadful. They are really

quite stupid and my son hated them!

I like the lessons but I wonder about the difference between the pronunciation of some words such

as "there" in these lessons and then in the Pimselur lessons, which pronounces the same word

differently.

GOOD FOR BASIC BEGINNERS, MY CHILDREN USE IT BUT VERY BASIC AND FOR VERY

YOUNG CHILDREN. "THE SONGS HELP YOU TO REMEMBER THE WORDS" THEY SAY

The book is not really well displayed and the subjects are not clear at all (I am Italian, I using this to

help an American 10 year old). I don't think younger kids are gonna like it either (or is gonna be

easier).

My grandchildren found this helpful! I wanted to interest them in their Italian heritage and the Italian

language. useful gift

Great for teaching Italian to an eight year old. She loves it!

Good book for children that know the language.
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